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Time to Commit to
Low Temperatures
David W. Wade, PE, President, RDA Engineering Inc.

Editor’s Note: “Members Speak Out” runs
in each issue of District Energy magazine.
Its purpose is for a member to briefly share
his/her district energy experiences and
opinions – and obtain feedback from fellow
members. Please email comments to David
Wade at dww@rdaeng.com.
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s long as I have been associated
with IDEA, members have argued
for and against steam, hightemperature water (above 350 degrees F),
medium-temperature water (250-350 F)
and low-temperature water (180-250 F)
as distribution media for district heating.
We can look back on our industry’s history
and assume that the first district heating
systems were steam, because that was the
common heating process for buildings in
the late 1800s. Steam was an easy way
to connect to buildings from a distribution system, and steam boilers were a
well-understood technology that could be
upsized for central power generation and
steam supply to district systems.
History also documents that in the
1930s and 1940s many buildings began
using hot water for heating as pump and

electric motor technology advanced. Oil
and natural gas fuel sources allowed boilers to become smaller and operate without
attendants. Hot water systems became a
safe and efficient technology for building
heating. After World War II, high-temperature water systems were advanced as a
breakthrough in district heating technology
and were widely adapted at military bases
and colleges as a replacement for central
steam distribution systems. In practice,
however, the advantages promised by
high-temperature water systems were not
realized, and they are rarely the system of
choice for new applications today.
Medium- and low-temperature water
distribution systems are selectively used
today in the United States, particularly
for college campuses or small groups of
buildings. They are widely used throughout
Europe for community district heating that
serves millions of customers. In Canada,
several new systems currently under design
are being implemented as medium- and
low-temperature hot water rather than
steam or high-temperature water systems.
You will find many proponents of mediumand low-temperature hot water systems
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among the IDEA membership, including
this author.
Without advancing a discussion
of the advantages of hot water over
steam, I will concede that where steam
is needed for industrial processes the
advantages of steam for district systems
are obvious. On the other hand, where
space heating and domestic hot water
heating are concerned, there is no need
to expend the fuel necessary to create
high-pressure steam in order to use heat
exchangers to produce low-temperature
hot water for building heating. The higher
pressures and temperatures of steam and
high-temperature water require more
expensive equipment, materials suited
for higher pressures and temperatures,
greater insulation thicknesses, and greater
fuel use to develop elevated pressures
and temperatures. Lower-temperature hot
water systems use less-expensive materials
and result in lower system operating costs,
even though pipe sizes and flow rates
are larger for the same amount of energy
transported.

Several trends in the energy
industry could support a district
heating industry using lowtemperature distribution.

I bring this to your attention now
because I see several trends in the energy
industry that could support a district
heating industry using low-temperature
distribution networks. First, the desirability
of natural gas as a fuel has taken on new
life. Just a decade ago, we were thinking
of natural gas as a scarce resource that
would be phased out in a few years.
Today the gas industry has demonstrated
new exploration and drilling techniques
that promise to make this resource
abundant and a mainstay of the U.S.
energy economy for decades to come.
Natural gas is a unique fuel that can
be used in many types of equipment,
including small distributed generators,
fuel cells, and boilers with the ability to
condense flue gases to near-ambient
conditions. Natural gas is also used in
stationary turbines with combined heat
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and power. These types of natural gasfired equipment generate large amounts
of low-temperature heat that can be
distributed through low-temperature
piping networks. Maximum efficiency is
gained by units exhausting waste heat
at near-atmospheric conditions, which
is ideally matched to low-temperature
heating systems.
Secondly, renewed interest has been
directed at heat pump systems serving
multiple buildings. Heat pumps recover
waste heat from low-temperature sources
or utilize the ground as a seasonal heat
sink or source. Distribution from heat
pump systems to buildings is more efficient at lower temperatures. A significant
number of development opportunities
exist for heat pumps in low-temperature
district systems.
Third, solar energy can play a role in
low-temperature district systems. Solar input
to a low-temperature network can contribute to system input and may be sufficient
to provide summertime domestic hot water
requirements without fossil fuel input.
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A fourth technology I find supportive
of low-temperature systems is the organic
Rankine cycle (ORC) generators just becoming available from U. S. and European
manufacturers. This technology uses relatively low-temperature heat in a Rankine
cycle to provide electric generation.
Numerous European systems operate with
an ORC unit taking moderate-temperature
heat from a combustion process, producing electricity and then using a low-temperature hot water district heating system
as a downstream heat sink. This cycle is
similar to the familiar steam topping cycle
but operates at much lower temperatures
and pressures than a steam cycle.
Of course, other new technologies
may become available to interface with
low-temperature district heating. These
four trends are occurring today and can
provide new business opportunities for
district heating developers, operators and
equipment manufacturers.
Since most U.S. district heating
systems are based on steam or hightemperature water, there is reluctance
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to consider low-temperature hot water.
The typical response is that it is just too
expensive to consider the change. Certainly
the large investments in existing systems
cannot be ignored, but neither should
they be allowed to dictate future district
energy investments. Imagine if the radio
and television industry had doggedly stuck
with vacuum tubes instead of moving to
transistors. It’s time our industry planned
for a move to lower temperatures.    
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